ACEWriter II EDITING COMMANDS

CHARACTER COMMANDS
D c - DELETE A CHARACTER AT CURSOR
F c - INSERT A SPACE AT CURSOR
B c - ENTER A CONTROL CHARACTER AT CURSOR

CURSOR COMMANDS
Q c - UP ONE LINE
W c - UP TEN LINES
E c - TOP OF FILE
Z c - DOWN ONE LINE
X c - DOWN TEN LINES
C c - BOTTOM OF FILE
A c - TAB LEFT (TAB BACKWARDS TO PREVIOUS TAB STOP)
TAB - TAB RIGHT (TAB TO NEXT TAB STOP)
RETURN - CARRIAGE RETURN AND LINE FEED
N c - CURSOR TO NEXT OCCURRENCE OF STRING (SEE SEARCH COMMAND)
P c - ENTER CURSOR TO TOP OF PAGE SEQUENCE
← - CURSOR LEFT ONE CHARACTER (LEFT ARROW)
→ - CURSOR RIGHT ONE CHARACTER (RIGHT ARROW)

LINE COMMANDS
K c - DELETE LINE (KILL) PUSH ON STACK
O c - COPY LINE ONTO STACK
R c - RECOVER LINE FROM STACK
V c - INSERT A BLANK LINE
L c - CLEAR TO END OF LINE
T c - SPLIT LINE AT CURSOR
G c - GLUE LINE OR PARAGRAPH
J c - JUSTIFY LINE OR PARAGRAPH

OTHER COMMANDS
N cs - SET TAB STOP
M cs - CLEAR TAB STOP
Y c - SET OR CLEAR TAB STOPS
Y c - ASSIGN TITLE LINE
Y c - ASSIGN SEARCH/REPLACE STRINGS
2 cs - TOGGLE PARAGRAPH/LINE MODE
ESC - ENTER MAIN SYSTEM MENU
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